ROKU Gin

The gin includes six botanicals that provide a whistle-stop tour of the four seasons. These include sakura flower for spring, sencha tea for summer, sansho pepper for autumn and yuzu peel for winter.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Indian Tonic Water, garnished with fresh ginger.

40% £11.50

BLACKWOODS 2012 Gin

Blackwoods Gin is made in the Shetlands using handpicked botanicals. A delicately rich gin, with delicious angelica and juniper notes, accompanied by fragrant coriander, and sea pink.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Light Tonic Water, garnished with orange peel.

40% £10.50

All of our gins are 10ml as standard and are priced to be served with a Franklin & Sons mixer.
KI NO BI KYOTO Dry Gin

The first release from the Kyoto Distillery. Ki No Bi Gin has been made using a rice spirit base, as well as a selection of locally sourced botanicals including yuzu, bamboo leaves, green sansho and gyokuro tea.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Indian Tonic Water, garnished with lemon peel and dried yuzu lemon.

42% £13.50

COTSWOLDS Gin

Distilled with nine carefully considered botanicals, the gin is a London Dry with an aromatic twist. Full of clean pine, juniper spice and fresh citrusy grapefruit. With a touch of dryness comes delicate eucalyptus, lavender and bay leaf flavours.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Pink Grapefruit Tonic with Bergamot, garnished with pink grapefruit and bay leaf.

46% £11.50

All of our gins are 10ml as standard and are priced to be served with a Franklin & Sons mixer.
AVIATION
Gin

A batch distilled gin from America, Aviation has a big juniper kick balanced by delicate floral characters and citrus. A perfect gin for anyone introducing themselves to the spirit.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Indian Tonic Water, garnished with orange peel or lemon.

42%  £11.50

BROCKMANS
Gin

Brockmans is slowly distilled in a 100 year old still. Infused with Bulgarian coriander, blueberries and blackberries, as well as bittersweet Valencia orange peel. The result is a well balanced gin, with a tingling freshness.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Light Tonic Water, garnished with orange peel.

40%  £11.50

All of our gins are 30ml as standard and are priced to be served with a Franklin & Sons mixer.
MONKEY 47
Gin

Crafted in the Black Forest, Germany, the gin contains 47 botanicals and is bottled at 47%. A robust and powerful gin with plenty of spice, fruit and herb spices.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Indian Tonic Water, garnished with fresh lime or sage.

47% £11.50

ST GEORGE BOTANIVORE
Gin

With botanicals including fir, pine and bay laurel alongside coastal sage, this gin provides a herbaceous yet smooth finish that is well-structured and evocative.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Pink Grapefruit Tonic with Bergamot, garnished with lemon peel.

41.7% £11.50

All of our gins are 10ml as standard and are priced to be served with a Franklin & Sons mixer.
SLINGSBY
Rhubarb Gin

The spirit of Harrogate. Infused with plenty of tart Yorkshire rhubarb, the gin has subtle summer berry flavours, citrus, Juniper and gentle spice.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Original Ginger Ale, garnished with fresh raspberries.

40°  £12.50

OLD CURIOSITY
Lavender & Echinacea Gin

The Old Curiosity range is crafted at Edinburgh’s Secret Herb Garden. This floral gin, including this treat is powerfully perfumed, yet well balanced - it changes colour when mixed with tonic.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Indian Tonic Water, garnished with lemon peel.

43°  £12.50

All of our gins are 10ml as standard and are priced to be served with a Franklin & Sons mixer.
CAORUNN
Gin

A small batch, dry and well-balanced yet still full-bodied gin that is infused with time-honoured Celtic botanicals. Floral at first with a subtle sweetness of heather honey.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Indian Tonic Water, garnished with dried raspberry.

40% £11.00

SILENT POOL
Gin

This gin uses water spring-fed from the silent pool next to the distillery in Surrey, hence the name. It is a softer gin, with over 24 botanicals used to make it.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Indian Tonic Water, garnished with red apple slice.

43% £12.50

All of our gins are 30ml as standard and are priced to be served with a Franklin & Sons mixer.
PINK PEPPER Gin

Complex and curious, the spicy and sweet elements complement each other nicely. The juniper is slightly herbal and underpins the spirit. It finishes on a spicy pink peppered note, but the sweet combination of vanilla and honey remain on the tongue long after it’s over.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Indian Tonic Water, garnished with dried juniper berries.

40% £11.50

MALFY Rosa Gin

Using wild Italian juniper and five other botanicals, the Malfy Gin distillers bring Originale down to bottling strength using water from the Monviso mountain.

Perfectly served with Franklin & Sons Natural Light Tonic Water, garnished with pink grapefruit.

43% £12.00

All of our gins are 10ml as standard and are priced to be served with a Franklin & Sons mixer.
Franklin & Sons handcrafted premium tonics and mixers, a perfect accompaniment for the most revered crafted spirits.

Introduced in 1886, the Franklin brothers embarked on a mission to introduce Victorian Britain to new taste experiences using the finest natural ingredients from around the world. 130 years later their success is celebrated in today’s range which combines a unique blend of botanical flavours which create a crisp, clean and refined taste.

www.franklinandsons.co.uk for our full range of Tonics, Mixers, and Soft Drinks